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HIG.H-BR16HTNESS WIOTOEPIITTER DEVELOPMENT
FOR ELECTRON ACCELERATCMI INJECTORS*

J. S. Fraser, R. L. Sheffield and E. R. Gray, MS I+!325
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alms, M 87545

ABSTRACT

Free-electron-laser (FEL) oscillators require a train of hlgh-
brightness bunches. Conventional subham’u)nlc bunchers are cur-
rently used with rf llnacs to generate pulse trains, but the re-
sulting dilution of the transverse phase space and lower hewn
brightness are unacceptable for high-performance FELs. Recent de-
velopments suggest that photoemltters of high quantum efficiency
combined with rapid acceleration can produce pulse trains of higher
brightness tnan has been achieved before.

DISCUSSION

The prospects for development of high-brightness photoemltters
are good. First, the high peak current that a FEL requires has
been demonstrated. Recently, a peak current of over 200 A ha been
demonstrated at the Thenno Electron Corporation, using ? l-cm3

Cs3Sb cathode, while at SLAC a current density of 180 A/cm2 qas
been produced, using a GaAs photoemitter. Secondly, the average
energy of the electrons produced is less than 1.0 eV--only a llttle
more than the thermal energy of 0.1 eV typical of dispenser cath-
odes. Finally, there Is a variety of negative-electron-affinity
photoemitters available for which the work function is close to
zero. This means that there is a reasonable chance of finding a
material that ctinbe used in the demanding environment of an accel-
erator injector.

At the Los Alamos National Laboratory, a program Is under way
to develop an rf gun based on a laser-illuminated photocathode In
an rf cavity. A mode-locked laser Is used to .?nerate electron
bunches less than 50 ps in duration and carrying a charge of up to
10 nC. The repetition rate is about 100 MHz. The photoemitter is
placed on the end wall of an rf cavity in which longitudinal elec-
tric fied is about 30 MV/m. The resulting rapid acceleration re-
duces the time in which space-charge forces can act to degrade the
emittance.

Figure 1 shows tbs normalized transverse emittance of typical
electron linacs using subharmonic or ~ther coni’entional bunching
schemes plotted against the peak bunch current in amperes. The
goal for photoemitter rf guns is halfway (on a log scale) between
current practice with typical linacs and the thermal limit for a
bright photoemitter such as GaAs.

●This work was performed under the auspices of the US Department
of Energy and supported by the US Army Ballistic Missile Defense
Organization.
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The Los Alamos program Is based on a nigh-quantum-yield photo-
emitter mounted i a 1300-MHz cavity.

-!0 to,r or lower.
The vacuun pressure must be

maintained at 10 The inrnediateobjective of
.he progrm is to demonstrate the production ‘Jf ZOO-A pulses at a
repetition rate of 100 MHz and acceleration to an energy of 2 to
5PleV with a transverse narmal~zed emlttance of about 10 to 30n
mn*mrad.
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Fig. 1. Nonnali?ed trans-
verse emlttance vs peak
electron current. Scop[’ for
$osslble improvement is in-
dicated by the gap between
the thermal limlt of a
bright GaAs photoeinltter and
the results obtained from
typical linacs.
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The transport and acceleration of Intense electron bunches in
the rf cavity is being simulated with ald of 2C),time-dependent
codes. The WSK code Is being used in a collaborative effort at
SLA5, and the iSIS code is being used at Los Alarnos. Figure 2
shows typical output from the code ISIS of the current profile near
the photocathode and bunch outlines at two positions.

A conceptual design of an electron Injector, an rf gull, and
several high-gradient rf cavities is shown In Fig. 3. A magnet at
the end of tba in+ector llnac deflects the electron beam so the
pulsed ld~~r beam can Illuminate the photocathode through the linac
bore hole.

The Los Alamos injector development program Includes the study
of a back-~p scheme that retains the features of a bright emitter
and rapid acceleration of the beam (Fig. 4). A LaB6 thennionlc
emitter (with a current de~sity of 200 A/cm2) is placed in a
bimodal cavity excited at 200 and 600 MHz to form pulses of about
1 ns width. The bunches are then rapidly accelerated In hlgh-
gradlent 200-MHz cavities to an energy of 2 MeV or more. The re-
quired bunching to 50 ps Is then accanpllshed with some form of
magnetic compressor.
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Fig. 2. Current profile and bunt profiies from the 2D, tlme-
dependent code ISIS.
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Fig. 3. Conceptual dcslgn of an electron Injector based on the
use of an rf-photocathode gun.
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of back-up scheme based on a bright
thermionic emitter and rapid acceleration of l-.nsbunches fol-
lowed by magnetic compression.
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